
Bonham ISD 

2nd Grade                 Lesson Planner 

Unit 2: Readers Respond to Author’s Purpose        Time Frame:  20 Days 

Objectives 
Skills: The student will be able to…..  TEKS 
Reading: 
     •Have an awareness of word patterns for word reading, fluency, and spelling 
     •Readers use strategy to support understanding of text 
     •Choose text to reflect purpose and interest 
Writing: 
     •Writers use personal experiences to develop stories which they communicate with others 
     •Authors write for a purpose  
     •Use conventions of written language to communicate clearly and effectively 
  

Reading: 
Readiness: 
2.2C, 2.2D, 2.2E, 
2.3A, B, C, 2.5B, 
2.16A, 2.9B, 
2.23A, 2.23D, 
2.2B.iv, 2.2B.v, 
2.23B.i, 2.23B.ii, 
2.23B.iii, 2.29A, 
2.30A, 2.Fig. 19A, 
B, E 

 
Writing: 
Readiness: 
2.17A, B, C, D, E, 
2.18A, 2.19A,C, 
2.21B, 2.22A, 
2.23A, F, 2.28A, 
2.29A, 2.30A 

 
 

Lesson Information 
Activities  Vocabulary 
Reading: (7th Week)  
     •Focus on David’s New Friends (Tx Treasures pg.  
      11-25) 
     •Practice comprehension strategies (read/re- 
      read, visualizing, story mapping, etc.) 
     •Review character and setting 
     •Review/Teach Accelerated Reader Routine 
  
 
Writing: (7th Week) 
     • “Organization” Write Traits Lesson 5 ctd. 
     •Journal Writing 
     •Using Proper Nouns in sentences pgs. 124-129 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Academic Vocabulary Reading:                 David’s New Friends 

     •comprehension                                     Story Vocabulary 

     •purpose                                                  •different  

     •inference                                       •groan 

     •context                                                    •excited 
     •setting                                                     •carefully 
     •plot                                                          •whisper 
 
Academic Vocabulary Writing:                  Phonics 
      • organization                                         •Combination or pt. 1 

      • sentence                                               •Combination or pt. 2 

      •capitalization                                        •Digraph wh  

      •punctuation  

     •asking/telling sentences 

      •Proper Noun 
 
 
Spelling Words 
      •truck, I, dock, sand, sack, he, we, hot, him, tip, slap, go, lift, rat, 
        brim, lab, cub, elf, be, test 
 
Oral Vocabulary 
       •new, sound, take, only, little, work, know, place, year, live, me, back,  
        Give, most, very, after, thing, our, just, name  
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Reading: (8th Week) 
     •Focus on the story David’s New Friends 
     •Discuss the plot of the story 
     •Story Mapping, graphic organizers, etc. to  
      sequence events & discuss problem/solution  
 
Writing: (8th Week) 
     • “Starting Off with a Bang” Write Traits Lesson 6 
     • Introduce topic in writing 
     • Journal Writing 
     • Recognizing and using present tense verbs in  
       sentences pgs. 170-176  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reading: (9th Week) 
     •Introduce the week with A Special Camp 
     •Focus on the story Meet Rosina 
     •Discuss the plot and details of the story 
     •Story Mapping, graphic organizers, etc. to  
      sequence events & discuss problem/solution  
     •Discuss text types (Fiction, Non-Fiction,  
       Expository)  
 
Writing: (9th Week) 
     • “The Finish Line”  Write Traits Lesson 8 
     •Students focus on ending in writing 
     •Journal Writing 
     •Write definitions (Dictionary Skills/ABC Order)  
      pg. 115, 179, 189, 80-81  
     •Written Spelling Assessment 
 
 

         Academic Vocabulary Reading:           Mr. Putter & Tabby Pour the Tea 

       •comprehension                                     Story Vocabulary 

        •purpose                                                  •different  
        •inference                                                •groan 
        •context                                                    •excited 
        •setting                                                     •carefully 
        •plot  

  
          Read Aloud  

          •Choose a novel (from district 

             List) 2 grade levels above to                               Phonics 
             read aloud to class during                                   •Sight Words pt. 1 
             Unit 1                                                                       •Wild Colt Words  
                                                                              •Suffixes  
      Academic Vocabulary Writing:                                 •Floss Rule 

           •organization 

           •sentences 
           •capitalization 
           •punctuation 
           •present tense 
           •verb 

 
       Spelling Words 
          •cash, shelf, shut, pinch, chick, math, fifth, this, stack, smack, upset,  
           until, index, contest, cactus, vest, twin, trot, stump, print 
  
       Oral Vocabulary Words 
          •left, run, feet, car, walk, four, state, book, late, let, eat, eye, start,  
           Book, late, let, eat, eye, start, tree, keep, last, food, add, under, saw 
 
  
  
 
 
 
  
           Academic Vocabulary Reading:         Meet Rosina  

           •plot                                                    Story Vocabulary  

           •expository                                          •deaf 

           •detail                                         •signing 
           •main idea                            •cultures 
           •comprehension                              •relatives 
           •purpose                                                •celebrate 
  

  
         Spelling Words  

           •drum, west, shift, left, dust, past, flag, thick, ranch, camp,  

            Slumber, lid, must, ox, slept, bird, third, dirt, girl, shirt 
 
            Oral Vocabulary 

            •home, there, where, could, should, school, state, shall, fire, while,  

             Would, horse, quilt, star, hurt, clown, tomorrow, what, does, jet 
 
            Academic Vocabulary Writing:                      Phonics: 
           •organization                                                     •Sight Words pt. 2 
           •sentences                                                         •Final Stable Syllable ble  
           •capitalization                                                   •more final stable syllables 
           •punctuation                                                     •Compound Words 
           •transition 
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Reading: (10th Week) 
     •Review concepts from weeks 6-10 
     •Read and discuss fiction (realistic, fantasy, etc.),  
       Non-fiction, expository meanings 
     •Expository stories based on teacher choice  
     •Story Mapping, graphic organizers, etc. to  
      sequence events & discuss problem/solution, 
      main idea, details, etc. 
 
Writing: (10th Week) 
     •Review Write Traits Lessons 1-4 throughout the 
      Week 
     •Journal Writing 
     •Review nouns & present tense verbs in  
       sentences, dictionary skills and writing  
       definitions, sentence types, punctuation,  
       beginning and ending sentences 
     •Written Spelling Test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reading: (11th Week) 
     •Introduce the week with My New Home  
     •Focus on the story My Name is Yoon this week 
     • Story Mapping, graphic organizers, etc. to  
      sequence events & discuss problem/solution, 
      main idea, details, etc. 
  
 
Writing: (11th Week) 
     •Journal Writing 
     •Review Write Traits Lessons 5-8 
     •Introduce adjectives in sentences pgs. 242-249  
     •Written Spelling Test 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

Academic Vocabulary Reading:          *No story this week due to   
           Review academic vocabulary to         review.  Pull different examples  
           this point  (weeks 6-10).                       of fiction (realistic, fantasy, etc.) 
                                                                              , nonfiction, & expository for 
                                                                               review. 
 
           Spelling Words 

           •ham, plot, stamp, grit, frog, thump, crash, tuck, theft, rich, shin, dart,  

            storm, bus, lost, turn, curb, burst, hurt, burn 
 
           Oral Vocabulary 

           •good, sentence, man, think, say, great, where, help, through, much,  

            Before, line, right, too, mean, old, any, same, tell, boy 
 
 
           Academic Vocabulary Writing: (Review) 
           •organization                                  •organization 
           •sentences                                       •proper noun  
           •transition                                        •transition  
           •capitalization                                 •asking/telling sentences  
           •transition                                        •verb  
           •transition                                        •present tense 
           •punctuation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Academic Vocabulary Reading:          My New Home, My Name is Yoon 
•predict                                                   •settled 
•summarize                                            •wrinkled 
•comprehension                                    •practiced 
•main idea                                              •cuddle 
•plot                                                         •favorite 
                                                                   •patient  
 
 
          Spelling Words 
           •slug, jog, wept, slush, start, than, trim, blast, crisp, trust, crib,  
             Kit, best, jam, stand, were, from, where, of, was 
 
           Oral Vocabulary 
           •follow, came, want, show, also, around, set, form, three, small, put, 
             End, does, big, another, well, large, must, even, such 
 
 
           Academic Vocabulary Writing: (Review) 
           •organization  
           •sentences                                       •proper noun  
           •transition                                        •transition  
           •capitalization                                 •asking/telling sentences  
           •transition                                        •verb  
           •transition                                        •present tense 
           •punctuation                                   •adjective 
 
           Phonics 
           •Spelling with ke and ABC Order 
           •vowel y /e/ 
           •vowel y /i/  
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Reading: (12th Week) 
•Administer Unit 2 TEKS Resource System 
Assessment 
•Focus on Thanksgiving and cultural/historical 
stories this week 
•Expository and Non-Fiction Texts 
• Story Mapping, graphic organizers, etc. to  
      sequence events & discuss problem/solution, 
      main idea, details, etc. 
 
Writing: (12th Week) 
•Journal Writing 
•Thanksgiving Word Circles 
•Sensory Explanation Poems 
•Create “Thankful Turkeys” 
• “Thanksgiving Fact Turkeys” Write Thanksgiving 
facts on turkey feathers  
•Study the use of adverbs in sentences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           •spelling the /e/ sound  
  
  
 
 
Academic Vocabulary Reading:          Story Vocabulary for the week will be in  
•expository                                             regards to stories chosen to celebrate 
•summarize                                            Thanksgiving history and traditions by  
•comprehension                                    the classroom teacher.  
•main idea  
•non-fiction  
•fantasy fiction, realistic fiction  
 
Spelling Words:  
•hill, foot, tooth, vote, luck, moon, five, choke, far, quit, cross, cliff, help, fix, 
mess, sir, first, birth, skirt, squirt 
 
Oral Vocabulary: 
•because, turn, here, why, ask, went, off, men, read, need, land, different, 
home, us, move, try, kind, hand, picture, again 
 
Phonics: 
•Digraph ng 
•Digraph ph 
•Digraph ea 
•Sight Words 

  

 

Additional Information 
Materials/Resources Notes from Council: Sample anchor charts for instruction 
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Reading Resources:  
www.teacherspayteachers.com  
www.brainpopjr.com  
www.pinterest.com  
Texas Treasures ELAR Curriculum 
www.youtube.com 
Graphic Organizers/Anchor Charts 
 
Writing Resources: 
www.teacherspayteachers.com  
www.brainpopjr.com  
www.pinterest.com  
Write Traits Curriculum 
Anchor Charts 
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